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Streamitup content centric solution for 
Live Lecture Capture
Streamitup platform enables lecture capture, online sessions, live video conference, video research etc.
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Unique combination of automatic live sessions and priceless knowledge database-creation for
Enterprises, Educational Institutes, Government offices and Defense Forces.
No additional human resources required.
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In a nut-shell
  Fully automatic Cloud-based solution enables activation in classrooms, and autonomously on lecturer’s PC
  Automatic (Patent pending) Virtual Video Cameraman dynamically analyzes lecturer gestures and focuses on

    relevant content accordingly.
  Automatic synchronization of all knowledge sources (video camera, lecturer’s computer, Smartboard etc.).
  Transparent operation enables the lecturer to continue working in his/her natural environment using the original 

    lecture methods and materials.
  Learning and rehearsing from remote locations. Anywhere, Anytime (24/7), immediately after session ends.
  Live and On-Demand access to content thru the WEB.
  Digital channels created directly from lecture halls and PC’s around the globe
  WEB & Mobile content availability with Multi-facet content accessibility (PC, mobile, CD/DVD)
  State-of-the-art end-user “Tool Box” for unique research, rehearsal and participation experience.
  Automatic upload and Database update.
  Autonomous solution and LMS/CMS connectivity.
  Enterprise class Self-provisioned administration application including central on-line monitoring of recorded and  

    live sessions recorded and live sessions.

Streamitup’s unique, fully-automatic Cloud-based solutions dynamically create and manage multimedia knowledge 
databases. We cater to Synchronous and Asynchronous distribution along with powerful, in-depth review and 
research tools for end-users. Streamitup solutions are implemented at a variety of sites, including higher-education, 
government, defense forces, municipalities and corporations.
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Virtual Video Cameraman at your service
Streamitup’s fully automatic ‘Virtual Video Cameraman’ takes care of all lecture capture production
activities, making it seamless for the organization. No additional human resources are required.

Enterprise Multimedia Platform for LIVE and VOD content
Streamitup’s Enterprise Multimedia Platform (EMP) delivers a unified end-to-end, cost effective multi-source Video 
Capture, Sync, Manage and Share solution.

One Click Lecture Capture
Live and VOD platform

Varied customer portfolio includes Higher and Further education, Training facilities, Research institutes and Utilities.

Streamitup Content Centric approach provides learners
and researchers with smart access to knowledge
  Robust platform for both LIVE sessions and On-Demand knowledge database.
  Digital channels created directly from lecture halls and PC’s around the globe.
  Knowledge database is available anywhere, anytime (24/7), during and immediately after sessions end.
  Powerful viewer delivers a unique feeling of real on-site lecture participation.
  Extraordinary in-depth rehearsal and research environment.
  Lectures are available on a diversity of browsers and devices.
  Hundreds of successful installations with hundreds of thousands of end-users.

The Content Centric platform has great added value for the Lecturers,
Administration, IT personnel and Learner:
  Enterprise class Self-provisioned administration application, including central

    on-line monitoring of recorded and live sessions.
  Automatic upload and Metadata Database update.
  Installation-free viewer.
  Autonomous system with automatic, seamless integration to LMS/CMS.
  Single Sign-On (SSO).
  On Premises or full Cloud-based service.

Our Content Centric approach is implemented as a fully-automatic solution
Streamitup overcomes the major obstacles involved in common multimedia content aggregation, management and
sharing. Ordinary solutions like lecture capture and video conference are complex and requires a video cameraman;
or compromising by the use of static video capture (prohibiting the lecturer from moving); or, alternatively, using wide 
video angle (causing illegible ‘whiteboard’). Such solutions also require expensive video editing and management, 
manual LMS, CMS, Media servers and DB updates.

Streamitup seamless operation:
  Streamitup enables enterprise wide capture of various multimedia content (Lecture hall, VC, PC, Smartboard etc.)
  Patented Virtual Cameraman controls the camera according to lecturer’s gestures, focusing dynamically on relevant   

   content.
  Automatic capture of any content from the lecturer’s computer (Office, Video, Application, Web sites etc.).
  Automatic synchronization of all content sources such as video camera, voice and lecturer’s computer content.
  Lecturers continue working in their native environment, using their original methods and materials.
  Session may be recorded and run as a live event from the classroom, or even autonomously from the lecturer’s PC.

The Lecturer manages live interactive sessions with remote classrooms and audience.
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